Fokker T.V Aviation USK i vacuum/injection kit
Monoplane bomber
Scale 1:72
The Fokker T.V was originally conceived as a heavily
armed “air cruiser”, intended to ensure air superiority
in the Dutch air space. It was, however, fast superseded by more performing fighters, and has operationally been used as a bomber by the Dutch Army ML
(Military Air Department), which ordered 16 aircraft.
The T.V made its maiden flight in 1938??.
The nine operational T.V’s saw several sorties during the short, four day operations in May 1940, mainly to
bomb airfields and bridges and attacking ground
troops to slow down the German progress.
The kit comes in a box and contains vacuum formed
white plastic parts for wing, fuselage walls and floors
and the engine nacelles, transparent plastic vacuum
formed parts for cockpit, nose, tail cone and many
windows located elsewhere in the fuselage, photoetched parts for engine details, instrument panels and
controls and injection moulded parts for the other
components. A small piece of transparent printed film
represents the instrument dials.
Painting instructions for the outside of the model are printed on the back of the box for two versions: the aluminium doped prototype and the series aircraft in its 1940 camouflage finishes. There are no instructions for
painting the plane’s interior. Decals are included for two versions: the one prior to fall 1939 with Dutch red,

white and blue rosettes, and the orange triangles, which replaced them afterwards.
The instruction sheet is extensive. It starts with instructions how to remove the vacuum for parts from the plastic sheet (see below at the section General). The sheet contains a short description of the plane’s history and the
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main performance figures and identifies all parts included in the kit. Their location is indicated with the help of
a number of exploded views, which leave little room for misunderstandings.

The model can be built in several configurations: Of course with undercarriage lowered or up, but also with a
deployed or stowed machine gun on the top of the fuselage (the T.V did not have a gun turret).
Alting (ref.1), Arnken (ref.2), Franquinet (ref. 3), Hegener (ref. 4), Hooftman (ref. 5 and 6), Schoenmaker (ref.
7), Wesselink (ref. 8), Vliegwereld (ref. 9), Gerdessen (ref. 10), Postma (ref. 11) and Casius (ref. 12) report the
dimensions of the T.V, while Hegener, Hooftman (ref. 5) and Gerdessen also include a three-view drawing of
the aircraft.
Span
Length
Height
Engine
Crew
Armament

Ref.
20.76-21.00 m
15.60-16.15 m
4.20-5.06 m
Bristol Pegasus XXVI; 2 x 915-920 hp
5
1 Solothurn 20 mm cannon; 4 movable Lewis 7.9 mm machine guns;
1000 kg bombs

1:72
288.3-291.7 mm
216.7-224.3 mm
58.3-70.3 mm

model
mm
mm
mm

General
I have chosen to build the kit with the machine gun deployed and to finish the model in its May 1940 livery ii .
Cockpit
<text>

Fuselage
First task was to prepare the vacuum formed plastic parts of a model. The kit includes extensive instructions
how to remove them from the sheet, to clean them up and to assembly them. As I found these instructions very
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useful and have employed them since, I have
reproduced the instruction sheet here. I have
used the same procedure for the clear plastic
parts with the exception of the marking of the
excess plastic. I have used two-component
putty, because the plastic softens very much
when using Tamyia putty, and the plastic almost
does not harden any more. Use Tamyia putty
only to correct the last irregularities after the
first layer of paint.
The trick with the strips is essential to join the
two fuselage halves. The window openings have
been carefully cut out and trial and error fit with
the corresponding windows. The smallest windows have been produced with Humbrol Cristal
Clear, which is easy to apply.
Mounting the nose windows is difficult, especially to get a good fit between the clear plastic
piece and the fuselage; it implies fitting two
vacuum formed parts edge on without the possibility to use the magic strips, as one of the
parts is transparent. As can be seen on the picture, there is a slight mismatch in dimensions,
that is impossible to correct.
Wing
I did not make complicated constructions to reinforce the wing-fuselage joint, but just reproduced the shape of
the inner wing profile on some scrap plastic, glued it to the wing location on the fuselage and joined them together, making sure they were aligned well iii . Up till today they held well together and did not show any signs
to sag. Assembling the engine nacelles to the wing was difficult, even with the aid of strips on the wings, and
needed a lot of correction with putty.
Undercarriage
<text>
Final assembly
<text>
The pictures below show the finished model.
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ii

I will also build the Czech Master Kits Fokker T.V, and finish that in the prototype livery.

iii

The front view of the model shows that I did not mange to keep the inner wing horizontal; it has a slight negative dehidral.
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